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Introduction

Supported transition metals are often prepared in small size

(typically in nanometers) for high surface area, dispersion, and

low coordination sites with potentially higher activity and se-
lectivity.[1] However, high surface free energy at small size dra-

matically destabilizes the corresponding particles,[2] which
would eventually grow and sinter towards the large ones via

particle migration and coalescence (PMC)[3] and/or Ostwald rip-

ening (OR).[4] For sintering of supported particles, the average

size increases gradually with time and thermal temperature, ac-
companied by a decrease of dispersion, surface area, and parti-

cle number.[5] This in turn influences the activity, selectivity,
and stability of supported catalysts.[6] However, sintering kinet-

ics are complicated and depend sensitively on metal–support
interaction,[7] metal–reactant interaction,[4d, 8] and particle spatial
and size distribution.[4e, 9] Identifying their influences on corre-

sponding lifetime and thermal resistance of the supported par-
ticles are crucial for the industrialization of laboratory catalysts
and commercialization of nanomaterials in general.

We present here a theoretical study on Ostwald ripening of

supported particles and the influence of the particle size distri-
bution (PSD) on the ripening resistance. Ostwald ripening pro-

ceeds through the growth of the larger particles at the ex-

pense of the smaller ones owing to the gradient difference of
monomer concentration between supported particles, and a

detailed description of corresponding rate equation can be
found in the literature[4b] and references therein. Though small-

er particles would disappear faster and at lower temperature
than larger ones,[5b,c] it is unknown yet how the particle size af-

fects quantitatively the durability of catalysts, which is very im-

portant to balance the surface area and the stability of the cat-
alysts for practical application.[6a, 10] In this context, not only the

lifetime under isothermal condition but more importantly the
thermal stability as resistance to temperature are concerned

and will be addressed in the present work.

Stability of dispersed particles on their supports is one of the

central topics in heterogeneous catalysis and quantifying the

influence of the particle size distribution on lifetime and ther-
mal stability is highly valuable for rational design of efficient

nanocatalysts. We report here a theoretical study of Ostwald
ripening of supported particles, in particular, the kinetic evolu-

tion of particle number, average size, and dispersion with re-
spect to time and thermal temperature in a wide range of size

and monodispersity. Phase diagrams of half-lifetime and onset

temperature of ripening as functions of size and monodispersi-
ty were constructed. If decreasing the average particle size,

though there is a modest gain in the dispersion, the stability
declines dramatically ; specifically, the half-lifetime of ripening

decreases exponentially and the corresponding onset tempera-

ture decreases by hundreds of Kelvin. Decline in stability

owing to the decrease in size could, however, be systematically
compensated by increasing the monodispersity of the size dis-

tribution. We find that the supported particles with the same
half-life time and onset temperature could originate from dif-

ferent particle size distributions, whereas the particle size dis-
tribution with the same apparent dispersion could have very

different onset temperature and half-lifetime. The result high-

lights the importance of both size and monodispersity in parti-
cle size distribution to the ripening resistance of supported

particles, and the methodology developed for simulating rip-
ening kinetics could be used to accelerate the aging protocols.
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For decades, supported particles with monodisperse distri-
bution and narrow size distribution were used to simplify the

investigations of structure–activity relationship and facilitate
the functionalization of nanodevices.[11] Based on thermody-

namics analysis, we predicted that the size monodispersity
could also efficiently suppress the ripening by diminishing the

gradient difference of monomers between supported parti-
cles.[12] The prediction was confirmed by subsequent experi-
ments and Monte Carlo simulation,[13] though fluctuation could

deviate the system from the ideal monodispersity.[14] Recent ex-
perimental study further showed that the use of monodis-
persed nanoparticles could help to differentiate the relative
contribution of OR and PMC to the overall growth process,[15]

which is important for mechanistic understanding of sintering
process. Nevertheless, how the monodispersity influences

quantitatively the lifetime and the thermal stability of support-

ed particles has remained to be explored. It is also unclear
how monodispersity and particle size interplay with each other

and affects the overall ripening kinetics. Quantitative investiga-
tions on these are important since it adds an effective way to

improve the stability of supported particles, in addition to opti-
mize for instance the metal-support interaction.

In this work, the influence of size and monodispersity on the

ripening kinetics of supported particles was addressed through
kinetic simulation, whereas the influence of metal–support in-

teraction and metal–reactant interaction on the ripening kinet-
ics of supported particles was represented in our recent

works.[16, 17] Herein, we present a detail evolution of dispersion,
average size, and particle number for Ostwald ripening of sup-

ported particles under both isothermal and thermal conditions,

from which corresponding half-lifetime and onset temperature
were extracted to quantify the lifetime and thermal stability.

Accordingly, the phase-diagrams of half-lifetime and onset
temperature over a wide range of size and monodispersity are

constructed for the first time. The interplay between size and
monodispersity as well as the implication of the apparent dis-

persion on the overall stability of supported particles will be

highlighted.

Results and Discussion

Isothermal and temperature-programmed aging

First, we investigated the ripening kinetics under isothermal
condition. The initial PSD, a normalized Gaussian distribution
with the average particle diameter <d0> = 3 nm and the rela-
tive standard deviation rsd = 10 %, is plotted in Figure 1. Under

isothermal condition of 800 K, the PSD peak shifts toward the
larger diameter with time, and corresponding peak height de-

creases. This shows typically how the ripening kinetic evolves:

growth of the larger particles with expense of the smaller
ones, and accordingly the average size increases, the particle

number decreases. Moreover (Figure 2 b), the PSD shape
changes gradually from a Gaussian-type distribution to Lif-

shitz–Slyozov–Wagner (LSW) type distribution with a long tail
toward the small particles. Meanwhile, during the ripening

Figure 1. Gaussian-like particle size distribution. Average particle diameter
<d> = 3 nm, standard deviation s = 0.3 nm, relative standard deviation
rsd = 10 %.

Figure 2. (a) Evolution of particle size distribution under isothermal tempera-
ture of 800 K, and (b) snapshots at different times. (c) Evolution of the nor-
malized volume V (circle), dispersion D (triangle) and particle number N (in-
verted triangle), and average diameter <d> . Half-lifetime t1/2 (star) is indi-
cated.
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(Figure 2 c), the total volume (or mass) is conserved, validating
the algorithm implemented.

From the above results, the evolution of the particle number
N, dispersion D (the ratio between surface and total atom

number of supported particles), and average size <d> , can
be derived as plotted in Figure 2 c. For convenience, N and D

at t = 0 are normalized to one throughout the present work. It
can be found that the dispersion first drops steeply, and then

decreases smoothly afterward. This is understandable because

at the earlier stage of ripening, there are more small particles
with a higher chemical potential, and the driving force for rip-

ening is high. A similar trend variation is found for the evolu-
tion of the particle number as well, but the extent of variation

is larger. In line with this change, the average size increases
gradually.

Ripening rate is sensitive to temperature, and may increase

rapidly with increase of T. To quantify its dependence, we stud-
ied the ripening under temperature-programmed aging (TPA)

condition. A typical result starting from 200 K with a heating
rate of 1 K s@1 is plotted in Figure 3 a. When T is lower than

900 K, there is nearly nothing change in PSD shape as well as
N, D and <d> . This can be rationalized by large total activa-

tion energy of 3 eV used in present work, and influence of

total activation energy on ripening kinetics can be found in
our recent work.[16] When temperature is heated up to 935 K,

there is about 11 % decrease of the peak height and 0.26 a
right shift of peak position (Figure 3 b). After this, the ripening

proceeds faster. The resulting PSD remains LSW-like, same with
isothermal condition. As shown in Figure 3 c, N and D decay

nearly linearly with T. Namely, there is no decrease of the ripen-

ing slope with respect to the ramping temperature, in contrast
to the isothermal ripening. This tells us that the increase of the

ripening rate with the ramping temperature overwhelms the
decrease of the ripening rate due to the increase of size. This

illustrates the large influence of the temperature on ripening.
To quantify the ripening resistance below, two characteristic

variables are defined. For isothermal ripening, it is the half-life-

time t1/2, the time expended for half decrease of the particle
number N (Figure 2 c). In contrast, for the ripening under TPA,
it is the onset temperature Ton, namely, the temperature raised
for a ten percent decrease of N (Figure 3 c). We note that using

the particle number rather than the dispersion and/or average
size to evaluate the ripening resistance is simply because of its

sensitivity with time and temperature. Using the evolution of
dispersion and/or average size to evaluate the ripening resist-
ance gives essentially the same trend behavior.

Half-lifetime and onset temperature of ripening

To study the influence of size and monodispersity on half-life-

time and onset temperature, the ripening kinetics of support-

ed particles at a wide range of average size and monodispersi-
ty are studied. Again, a heating rate of 1 K s@1 starting from

200 K for TPA and an isothermal temperature of 800 K for iso-
thermal condition are used throughout the present work

unless stated otherwise. First, initial PSDs for <d0> = 1, 3, and
5 nm at given of rsd = 10 % are plotted in Figure 4 a, and corre-

sponding evolution curves of particle number N with tempera-
ture and time are plotted in Figure 4 b and 4 c, respectively. For

PSD with a larger <d0> of 5 nm, calculated t1/2 and Ton are
2863 d and 1160 K, respectively. If decreasing the size by 2 nm
(<d0> = 3 nm), corresponding t1/2 decreases by a factor of fif-

teen (186 d), and Ton lowers by 91 K (1072 K). It is clear that the
ripening starts at a earlier time and ignites at a lower tempera-

ture with decrease of size; namely, the smaller the size, the
poorer the ripening resistance. By further decreasing the size

by another 2 nm to <d0> = 1 nm, the corresponding Ton

lowers by 195 K to 877 K, and t1/2 decreases by three orders of
magnitude to 0.15 d. In other words, the decline of the ripen-

ing resistance increases rapidly with decrease of the size.
The plots in Figure 5 show the dependence of Ton and t1/2 on

the size. Both t1/2 and Ton are monotonic functions of the size
and decrease faster with size decreasing. The dramatic decline

Figure 3. (a) Evolution of particle size distribution under ramping tempera-
ture at a heating rate of 1 K s@1 and starting from 200 K, and only plotting
the result if notable change observed. (b) Snapshot at different ramping
temperature. (c) Evolution of the normalized volume V (circle), dispersion D
(triangle), and particle number N (inverted triangle), and average diameter
<d> in right y-axis. Onset temperature Ton (star) is indicated.
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of the ripening resistance at small size can be rationalized by
the higher chemical potential of the smaller particle and the

fact that the ripening rate [Eq. (1)] is proportional to the in-
verse of the square of the curvature radius. We note that de-

creasing <d0> from 5 to 1 nm only increases the dispersion
by a factor of five. Assuming the catalytic reaction is structural
insensitive, and the mass-specific activity is proportional to dis-

persion, the mass specific activity would increase by a factor of
five as well. However, as shown above, the corresponding

onset temperature and half-lifetime for ripening will decrease
by 286 K and four orders of magnitude, respectively. This indi-

cates that the decline of the stability with decrease in size is

far more severe than the gain in dispersion and possible mass-
specific activity. Even for structure-sensitive reactions, which

may have higher intrinsic activity at small size, the dramatic
decrease in stability remains a crucial issue.

Influence of the monodispersity on the ripening resistance is
studied by considering PSDs with different rsd varying from 1,

10, and 30 % at given <d0> of 2 nm (Figure 6 a). We note that
the smaller the rsd, the higher the monodispersity. Correspond-

ing evolution curves of the particle number with ramping tem-

perature and time are plotted in Figure 6 b and 6 c, respective-
ly. It can be found that with a gradual decrease of rsd, ripening

occurs at higher temperature and later time. Namely, the
higher the monodispersity, the better the ripening resistance.

To see this more clearly, we plot the calculated Ton and t1/2 at a
wide range of rsd varying from 10@3 to 50 % in Figure 7. For
the PSD with the poorest monodispersity considered (rsd =

50 %), the corresponding Ton and t1/2 are 936 K and 10 d. With
increase of the monodispersity, both Ton and t1/2 increase mo-

notonically. For the PSD with the highest monodispersity con-
sidered (rsd = 10@3 %), corresponding Ton and t1/2 are 1102 K and
50 000 d, respectively. Compared to the result of rsd = 50 %, Ton

and t1/2 increase by 166 K and 5000 times, respectively, a fact

that may compensate considerably the loss of the ripening re-
sistance due to the decrease in size. This provides a promising
perspective about the monodispersity on improving the ripen-

ing resistance, which is especially important for the smaller
particles.

We note that for small rsd of 1 %, there is nearly no observa-
ble change for the particle number in a considerable range of

time and/or temperature (Figure 6 b). Only once the time is

longer than a threshold time, noted as the residence time t0,
the ripening takes place. For PSD with rsd of 1 %, the corre-

sponding t0 is approximately 24 d, contributing about half of
t1/2 (48 d). For PSD with poorer monodispersity, it decreases

rapidly and becomes for instance 0.2 d at rsd = 30 %, though
corresponding half-lifetime remains considerable 10 d. For the

Figure 4. Particle size distribution for different (a)<d0> = 1, 3 and 5 nm
(rsd = 10%) and (b) evolution of corresponding particle number with respect
to the ramping temperature and (c) time under isothermal condition of 800
K under the same rsd = 10 %.

Figure 5. (a) Onset temperature Ton (K) and (b) half-lifetime t1/2 (day in loga-
rithm) versus different initial average particle diameter <d> under the
same relative standard deviation rsd = 10 %.
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PSD with higher monodispersity, it increases rapidly and be-
comes 6230 d at rsd = 10@2 %, which contributes to the most
part of the half-lifetime (t1/2 = 6620 d). This tells us that the resi-

dence time becomes considerable only for a reasonable good
monodispersity, and it increases quickly with monodispersity
and soon becomes decisive for the overall ripening resistance.

The above results can be rationalized from the ripening rate
equation. For the PSD with ideal monodispersity, all particles

have the same chemical potential, and each particle has the
same R and equals to the critical radius of R*. The gradient dif-

ference of the far-field monomer between the supported parti-

cles becomes zero, and there is neither increase nor decrease
in the net mass for each particle. As a result, all the particles

fall in a quasi-stationary state, and the ripening resistance in-
creases accordingly. In this context, we note that recent Monte

Carlo simulation indicated that fluctuation in the monomer de-
tachment and attachment rates might broaden the size distri-

bution, and deviates eventually the ideal monodispersity.[14] In
reality, there are even more uncontrolled issues preventing or

breaking the ideal monodispersity, for instance, inhomogeneity

in spatial distribution, support heterogeneity, and distinct
metal–support interfaces. Nevertheless, there are growing ef-

forts to improve monodispersity and homogeneity, for instance
by mass-selected cluster technique[13, 18] or digestive ripening.[19]

In addition, a negative effective surface energy by surface pas-
sivation, i.e. , using ligands binding strongly with the particle

surfaces, provides a possible mechanism to stabilize the mono-

dispersed size distribution as well.[20]

Dispersion and particle size distribution

The dispersion of supported particles increases inversely pro-
portional to the size considering more atoms are exposed. On
the other hand, dispersion is also a function of monodispersity.

For instance, if rsd increases from 1 to 10 to 30 % at <d0> =

2 nm, the corresponding dispersion decreases from 49.9 to

43.7 to 36.7 %. Actually, the effective dispersion increases with
the inverse of rsd or monodispersity. This is understandable be-

cause the higher the monodispersity or the smaller the rsd, the
less the amount of the larger particles with lower dispersion in

PSD. As dispersion becomes a function of both size and mono-

dispersity, different PSD might result in the same overall dis-
persion. For instance, the same dispersion of 17.6 % can be re-

alized for instance by a PSD with <d0> = 4.4 nm and rsd =

45 % but also by a PSD with a larger <d0> = 5.8 nm and a

smaller rsd = 5 %. In other words, supported particles with a
larger average size and higher monodispersity could have the

Figure 6. Particle size distribution for different (a) rsd = 1%, 10% and 30%
and evolution of particle number with (b) ramping temperature and (c) time
under isothermal condition of 800 K under the same initial <d> = 2nm.

Figure 7. (a) Onset temperature Ton (K) and (b) half-lifetime t1/2 (day in loga-
rithm) versus relative standard deviation rsd under the same initial
<d> = 2 nm.
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same dispersion as those with a smaller average size and lower
monodispersity. To better visualize this, a two-dimensional con-

tour of the dispersion with respect to the average size and
monodispersity is plotted in Figure 8 a. It is clear that high dis-

persion occurs at the left-bottom corner, having smaller size
and higher monodispersity.

Since the ripening resistance depends on both size and
monodispersity, supported particles with the same apparent

dispersion but different size and monodispersity will have very

different ripening resistance. For a PSD with <d0> = 2.2 nm
and rsd = 45 %, corresponding dispersion is 34.7 %, and calcu-
lated Ton and t1/2 are 867 K and 10 d, respectively. In contrast,
for the PSD with the same apparent dispersion but different <

d0> and rsd (2.9 nm and 8.9 %), calculated Ton and t1/2 are
1091 K and 219 d, respectively. Differences by 224 K for Ton and

22 times for t1/2 show the significant influence of the PSD

shape (average size and monodispersity) on the ripening resist-
ance, though they have the same apparent dispersion.

The above results show that the dispersion alone cannot
properly describe the ripening resistance. To describe the rip-

ening resistance of supported particles, both the average size
and monodispersity are required. Figure 8 b and 8 c are 2 D

contour plots of Ton and t1/2 at a wide range of size and mono-
dispersity. The poorest ripening resistance in Figure 8 b and 8 c
is a PSD with small <d0> of 1.5 nm and large rsd of 50 %, and

corresponding Ton and t1/2 are 769 K and 16 h. The best ripen-
ing resistance can be found for the PSD with large <d0> and
small rsd of 6 nm and 10@3 %, and corresponding Ton and t1/2

can be as high as 1255 K and 6.37 V 106 d.

Supported particles with different size and monodispersity
might have the same onset temperature and half-lifetime. This

can be seen from the contour lines plotted in Figure 8 b and

8 c as well. Specifically, for the PSD with small <d0> of 2.2 nm
and rsd of 5 %, corresponding Ton is 1050 K. While the PSD with

large <d0> of 5.8 nm and rsd of 45 % (not included in Figure)
have exactly same Ton. This is because the gain in the ripening

resistance due to increase of the size is largely counteracted
by its poor monodispersity. Since Ton and t1/2 describe earlier

and middle stage of the ripening process, respectively, two

PSDs with the same Ton do not necessarily have the same t1/2.
Actually, they could be very different, and corresponding t1/2 of

above mentioned two PSDs are 45 and 1905 d. It is also true
that two PSDs with same t1/2 can have different Ton. The fact

that the supported particles with the same onset temperature
and half-lifetime can originate from different PSDs, and those

with the same apparent dispersion can have different onset

temperature and half-lifetime, provides valuable insights on
the interplay between PSD and dispersion as well as their influ-

ences on the ripening resistance.
We note that the present work focuses on the influence of

PSD on ripening kinetics only. In addition, the metal–support
interaction and metal–reactant interaction can affect signifi-

cantly the corresponding kinetics, as shown in our recent

works.[16, 17] To describe the overall behavior of the ripening re-
sistance and quantify their relative contributions, it is impor-
tant to describe all of them consistently in one framework and
corresponding work is ongoing.

Conclusions

Ostwald ripening for supported particles under both isother-
mal and temperature-programmed aging conditions was stud-

ied by solving the corresponding rate equation via an adaptive
time step algorithm. Evolution of dispersion, average size, and

particle number were explored at a wide range of size and
monodispersity. Corresponding two-dimensional phase dia-

grams of the half-lifetime and thermal stability (onset tempera-

ture) were constructed.
It is found that though the dispersion of supported particles

increases inversely proportional to the size, corresponding
half-lifetime decreases exponentially in orders of magnitude,

and onset temperature decreases dramatically by hundreds of
Kelvin. The great difference between the modest gain in dis-

Figure 8. Two-dimensional plot (a) dispersion D as a function of initial aver-
age size <d0> and monodispersity rsd, the corresponding (b) onset temper-
ature Ton (K) and (c) half-life t1/2 (day in logarithm).
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persion and severe decline in ripening resistance due to de-
crease in size requires stringently optimization of supports to

stabilize corresponding particles. Nevertheless, our calculations
find that the half-lifetime and thermal stability of ripening can

be systematically improved by a gradual increase of the mono-
dispersity. It could eventually compensate in a large extent the

loss of stability owing to the decrease in size. It is therefore
vital to synthesize nanocatalysts with single size distribution.

For ideal monodispersion, one should further minimize the in-

homogeneity of the particle spatial distribution and support.
The supported particles with the same apparent dispersion

do not necessarily have the same lifetime and thermal stability
unless they have exactly same particle size distribution, where-

as the supported particles with the same onset temperature
and half-lifetime could originate from very different particle
size distributions. Moreover, the supported particles with high

dispersion could be rather stable if having high monodispersi-
ty. It is the average size and the monodispersity together, in

addition to the metal–support interaction and metal-reactant
interaction, determining the overall lifetime and thermal stabil-
ity of supported particles. Finally, the approach implemented is
expected useful for the design of practical catalysts, given spe-

cific material properties and predetermined temperature

ranges and catalysts target lifetime. It could also be applied for
the design and validation of accelerated aging protocols.

Ripening Kinetic Model and Algorithm

Rate equation for Ostwald ripening of supported particles can be
found in previous works (references therein),[4b, 12] and the key
points are given here for convenience. Under the steady state, the
evolution of particle at a given curvature radius R follows the rate
equation below [Eq. (1)]:

dR
dt
¼ XY

X þ Y
K
R2 exp

DmðR*Þ
kBT

+ *
@ exp

DmðRÞ
kBT

+ *. -
exp @ Etot

kBT

+ *
ð1Þ

where K, X, and Y are a function of R, diffusion length L of the mo-
nomer, contact angle a between particle and support. Etot is the
total activation energy of ripening process, decided by the summa-
tion of formation energy of monomer (or metal-reactant com-
plexes) and corresponding diffusion barrier on supports. Chemical
potential Dm(R) of atom in supported particles with respect to bulk
counterpart is approximated here by Gibbs–Thomson (GT) relation
[Eq. (2)]

DmðRÞ ¼ 2Wg

R
ð2Þ

where W is the molar volume of bulk metal atom, and g is the sur-
face free energy of supported particles. We note that for small par-
ticle, g might be size dependent due to the increasing ratio of the
low coordination sites.[21] Experimentally, the projection diameter d
of the particle is conveniently extracted from experiment. To sub-
stitute R with d in above rate equation, we should consider the fol-
lows relationship: when 0< a , p/2, d = 2Rsin (a), and when p/2
, a , p, d = 2R, assuming particle in a spherical segment mor-
phology. Accordingly, the influence of supports was taken into ac-
count. The GT-like relation taking into account of supports was re-
ported recently.[22] As we focus on the influence of particle size dis-

tribution on the ripening kinetics, for simplicity surface energy and
contact angle were assumed constant. Specifically, Etot = 3 eV, a=
908 and g= 94 meV a@2 are used in the present work.

For supported particles, corresponding initial particle size distribu-
tion (PSD) function f (R, t) is assumed to follow a Gaussian-like dis-
tribution (Figure 1). We are interesting here in the influence of
average size <d> = 2<R> and monodispersity, namely, standard
deviation s (the relative standard deviation rsd =s/<d>), on the
ripening kinetics. Considering the mass conservation, the PSD func-
tion should satisfy [Eq. (3)]

4
3

pa1

Z1
0

f ðR; tÞR3dR ¼ V0 ð3Þ

where V0 is the initial total volume of supported particles. The par-
ticle number N(t) can be obtained via [Eq. (4)]

NðtÞ ¼
Z1
0

f ðR; tÞdR ð4Þ

whether the particle of interest grows or shrinks is determined by
its curvature radius R larger or smaller than the so-called critical
curvature radius R*. Here, the particle at the critical radius R* repre-
sents a particle whose net flux of the monomer attachment and
detachment is zero. Under the mean-field approximation, it is de-
termined by corresponding PSD function.

Under given initial PSD f (R, t), volume V0 and particle number N,
we solve numerically the rate equations for each particles included
in PSD and calculate their time evolutions. To do so, the corre-
sponding R* and proper time step at any given f (R, t) should be
decided. Then the change of R for each particle is calculated, and
this produces a new PSD, from which corresponding average size,
dispersion, particle number and new R* is derived for next time
step. For R*, there is analytic formula available under the interface
or diffusion control limit.[4c, 23] Otherwise, one has to determine R*
numerically, and a bisection algorithm under the constrain of mass
conservation is adopted here. To determine the proper time step,
we note that for slow process typically happened for large activa-
tion energy and average size, and/or at low temperature, larger
time step could be used to save the time. Otherwise, smaller time
step should be used to maintain the accuracy. Accordingly, an
adaptive time-step algorithm is implemented.

For supported particles with narrower PSD or equivalently here
higher monodispersity, the difference between R for each particle
involved and R* becomes smaller. Note that for a given particle,
there is equilibrium concentration of monomer in far field. As ex-
pected, the gradient difference of the far-field monomer concen-
tration between different particles in narrower PSD would be
lower, and the driving force for the monomer transportation from
the smaller particles toward the larger ones decreases, and so for
the ripening rate. For ideal monodispersity, all particles have exact-
ly the same chemical potential, there will be no gradient difference
of the monomers between supported particles, and the ripening
rate becomes zero.[12]
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